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Abstract
We present a model of heterogeneous firms and misallocation where financial frictions
are partially overcome if more human resources are devoted to intermediation, at the cost
of having less resources employed in directly productive activities. Not only an inefficient
financial sector results in an inefficient final good sector, but also an inefficient final good
sector results in an inefficient financial sector. Exogenous inefficiencies in the productive
sector generate decreased demand for financial services, translating in a smaller and less
efficient financial sector, worsening the resource allocation in the productive sector. This
direction of causality seems in line with cross–country evidence.
JEL Classification E0, G0, L11, L16
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Although it is not controversial to argue that more efficient financial markets improve the allocation
of resources and result in a more efficient final good sector, the issue of reverse causality is seldom
studied. Nevertheless, it is quite intuitive than a more efficient final good sector may create
incentives to endogenously develop a large financial sector. This may in itself improve the allocation
of resources and foster the efficiency of the final good sector even further.
Building on this intuition, this paper contributes to the theoretical literature on misallocation
of resources across heterogeneous firms by allowing the degree of capital market imperfections to
be endogenously determined. It also examines the empirical cross-country correlation between
financial sector size and per capita income under a new light. Our model explains this correlation
not because rich countries have inherently more efficient financial sectors, but because they have
inherently more efficient final good sectors. This generates the demand to devote a large amount
of human resources to intermediation, which itself generates a more efficient firm distribution.
A substantial body of evidence shows that resource misallocation partly explains the differences
in total factor productivity (TFP) between rich and poor countries. In poorer countries, inefficient
firms use excessive resources at the expense of efficient ones (see, for instance, Hsieh and Klenow
(2009), Alfaro, Charlton, and Kanczuk (2008), Bartelsman, Haltiwanger, and Scarpetta (2013),
Guner, Ventura, and Xu (2008), Restuccia and Rogerson (2008), Bento and Restuccia (2017) or
Bloom and Reenen (2007)). In the large body of literature1 that builds on Hopenhayn (1992) and
Lucas (1978), the explanation for this misallocation is intimately tied to the existence of capital
market imperfections that prevent resources from being moved from where they are to where
they are needed. Our model builds on this tradition while allowing the degree of capital market
imperfections to be endogenously determined.
In our model, society chooses to use human resources toward either financial intermediation or
direct production. The trade-off appears because resources devoted to intermediation, albeit not
producing output, do facilitate the acquisition of capital by entrepreneurs. Thus, the amount of
frictions in the financial sector is determined endogenously by devoting more or fewer resources to-
ward intermediation. Devoting more resources to intermediation (fewer financial frictions) implies
that it is less expensive to look for better projects and give up mediocre ones, thereby improving
the distribution of the firm’s qualities in the productive sector.
We consider 3 exogenous sources that could be conductive to differences in the size of the
financial sector across countries: (1) the degree of capital abundance, (2) measures of the inherent
efficiency of the financial sector and (3) measures of the inherent efficiency of the productive
sector. The equilibrium degree of efficiency in each of the sectors is a convolution of the inherent
(exogenous) efficiency and the decisions on the allocation of resources between sectors that society
1See Restuccia and Rogerson (2013) and Restuccia and Rogerson (2017) for up to date reviews of the literature.
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chooses to make.
The relative abundance of capital turns out to be irrelevant for determining the degree of
misallocation in the economy. It affects neither the usage of human resources in financial or
productive activities nor the decisions about which firms will be financed (and thus the distribution
of the quality of firms).
As in all previous literature, in our model exogenous frictions in the credit market produce a
less efficient final good sector by affecting firm selection. The less efficient the financial sector is,
the greater its size, since more resources need to be devoted into it.
We also look in a opposite direction of causality. We believe this is a novel and interesting
approach: a inherently better (i.e., more efficient and competitive) final good sector results in
society devoting more resources to intermediation. Thus, an efficient final good sector results in a
larger financial sector and, via this mechanism, in larger and more efficient firms.
In the data, rich countries have larger financial sectors. In the framework of our model this
cannot be because rich countries have ceteris paribus more capital, because this does not affect
financial sector size. Likewise, this correlation cannot be a consequence of richer countries enjoying
inherently more efficient financial sectors, because in this case their financial sectors would be
smaller. The only explanation that fits both the data and the model is that the bulk of the
differences in the exogenous component of efficiency across countries lies in the productive sector,
not in the financial one. Reading the data at the light of the model suggests that rich countries
are richer mainly because they have more efficient productive sectors, which in itself endogenously
produces larger financial sectors, which generates a distribution of firm productivities with a higher
mean and smaller variance.
Implementation and Related Literature
We differentiate the workings of capital markets for deposits from how they work in an investment
context. Capital, being a homogeneous good, demands a homogeneous rental price. In our frame-
work, a Walrasian market for deposits serves this purpose. Investments, on the other hand, are
heterogeneous in their expected returns. The different rents of capital obtained by investing in
heterogeneous projects should be attributed not to capital ownership, but to the ability and effort
devoted to finding and identifying quality investments.2 We deem as brokers the individuals who
endeavor to undertake such an activity. For the broker and the entrepreneur (the original owner
of the investment opportunity) finding each other is a time-consuming activity, so we model this
activity using search theory.3
2 In certain occasions, the owners of capital may well coincide with the brokers, as is the case, for example, for
some venture capitalists. This case is thoroughly studied by Silvera and Wright (2007).
3Blanchflower and Oswald (1998) report that raising funds is a principal obstacle to potential entrepreneurs.
Further empirical support for this claim is provided by Evans and Jovanovic (1989), Evans and Leighton (1989),
Holtz-Eakin, Joulfaian, and Rosen (1994), Gentry and Hubbard (2000), and Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2004).
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Although we use search theory to model the degree of imperfections in the financial sector, we
believe that our point is more general. Results qualitatively similar to ours would be obtained in
any context in which the degree of inefficiencies in the financial sector were a decreasing function
of the amount of resources devoted to it. Search seems the more natural way to model this
relationship.
Recent years have seen a renewed and increasing interest in the implementation of search envi-
ronments for modeling the non-Walrasian features of the credit and investment markets (Wasmer
and Weil (2004), Duffie, Garleânu, and Pedersen (2005), Silvera and Wright (2010), Besci, Li, and
Wang (2005), Haan, Ramey, and Watson (2003), Dell’Ariccia and Garibaldi (2005)).4 Following
Diamond (1990), this literature highlights, in an encompassing manner, the quantitative impor-
tance of information frictions, time usage, and the positive value of establishing creditor-borrower
relationships. Implications of these models fit the data well (Dell’Ariccia and Garibaldi (2005),
Petersen and Rajan (2002)). In addition, Cui and Radde (2016) present a model where search
frictions in the assets markets determine the degree of value of liquid assets.
We differ from the existing literature in that (i) we allow for the aforementioned aggregate
resource constraints on capital and human resources, and (ii) we study how final good sector
efficiency leads to greater financial sector size and, via this mechanism, to allocative efficiency. We
believe that by doing so, we improve on the traditional Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) framework
that, when applied to financial intermediation issues, demands an infinitely elastic supply of both
firms and capital. In particular, in our context society endogenously determines the severity of
frictions. That is, by devoting more human resources into intermediation (i.e., sacrificing them
from directly productive activities), finding capital becomes less of an obstacle for entrepreneurs.
A small number of papers study the endogenous share of resources devoted to financial inter-
mediation (such as Philippon (2008) and Buera, Kaboski, and Shin. (2011)). Nevertheless, these
papers do not study the bidirectional link between efficiency in product and credit markets.
Our argument is closely related to the misallocation literature. Although misallocation distor-
tions may stem from a wide array of distorted prices faced by individual producers (as in Restuccia
and Rogerson (2008)), we highlight credit frictions for prospective entrepreneurs as a specific source
of allocative inefficiency. Recognizing credit frictions as a barrier to entry may potentially be useful
in guiding empirical work, which depends on inferring misallocation distortions from existing firms
(by measuring the residuals in first-order conditions; see Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2007)).
Notably, the credit search approach may further be useful in this context to interpret heterogeneity
in financing costs because the process of search and bargaining implies that individual companies
may face different financing costs, but that these differences need not be thought of as being caused
by non-economic factors. The approach may also be useful in theoretical applications where fixed
costs play an important allocative role (e.g., Melitz (2003)-type models). Here, these costs are
4Unpublished papers include Dell’Ariccia and Garibaldi (1998), Besci, Li, and Wang (2009), Silvera and Wright
(2007), and Chiu and Koeppl (2011).
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explicitly costs for obtaining credit; however, they are endogenous and respond to changes in the
environment. Our view is consistent with the broader view that the credit sector, by mobilizing
savings, allocating resources, and screening projects, plays a crucial role in shaping the develop-
ment process of new products, firms, and sectors (Greenwood and Jovanovic (1990), Levine (1997),
and Matsuyama (2008)). Midrigan and Xu (2014) show that financial frictions affect the distri-
bution of TFP across firms. Greenwood, Sanchez, and Wang (2010) show how the informational
structure of financial firms (how much do they know about creditors) affect missallocation and
productive activity, and Greenwood, Sanchez, and Wang (2013) quantify the effect of financial
development on missallocation and development.
We contribute to the analysis of aggregate consequences of financial frictions, surveyed by Mat-
suyama (2008). Li and Sarte (2003) provide evidence that changes in intermediation costs directly
affect output. Cooley, Marimon, and Quadrini (2004) show that limited financial contract enforce-
ability amplifies the impact of technological innovations on aggregate output.5 More recently, Russ
and Valderrama (2009) exploit the relative costs of bank and bond financing to explain how bank
lending frictions may affect the firm size distribution through intra-industry reallocations. Here,
we instead exploit the value of creditor–borrower relationships.
Finally, we link credit market frictions to recent empirical findings on greater within-industry
productivity dispersion and lower aggregate TFP in poorer countries.6 These distortions matter:
Hsieh and Klenow (2009) conclude that manufacturing TFP would increase by 30-50% in China and
40-60% in India if these gaps were reduced to the observed levels in the United States.7 Alfaro,
Charlton, and Kanczuk (2008) match each country’s plant size distribution by an appropriate
profile of output taxes and subsidies. They suggest interpreting these distortions, among other
things, as favorable interest rates on loans based on non-economic factors.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic model and solves it for an
exogenous capital supply. Sections 3 and 4 analyze the equilibrium conditions and characterization.
Section 5 looks at the joint determination of TFP and financial sector size. Finally, section 6
concludes. The appendix provides with several examples with closed form solutions and looks at
the results in a growth context.
2 General Environment
The economy is populated by a mass one of agents who live in continuous time and die at an
exogenous rate δ. There is a flow of new arrivals that keep the population constant. Agents are
5Cagetti and De Nardi (2006) and Quadrini (2000) show that models with financial frictions and entrepreneurship
may explain observed distributions of wealth.
6Hsieh and Klenow (2009) measure the degree of misallocation by the size of gaps in marginal products of labor
and capital across plants within narrowly defined industries.
7Cf. Restuccia and Rogerson (2008), Alfaro, Charlton, and Kanczuk (2008), and Bartelsman, Haltiwanger, and
Scarpetta (2013).
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all identical and at any moment they choose to be either entrepreneurs or brokers.
All production takes place within firms that use only capital and entrepreneurial activity as
inputs.8 Although all agents (and thus, all entrepreneurs) are exante identical, projects differ
in their productivities. Let a be an indicator of the productivity of projects, which is drawn
from a distribution G(a) (details below). A project with productivity a that uses an amount of
capital k generates a stream of income F (k, a, Y ), with ∂F (k,a,Y )
∂k









Y is a measure of aggregate demand or market size. We include it for generality. Notice that
we would have a neoclassical model by imposing ∂F (k,a,Y )
∂Y
= 0, which is perfectly possible in our
context. We allow for a much more general formulation that includes models with monopolistic
competition, a common environment in many models with heterogeneous firms.
Each unit of capital will obtain a flow rent r (to be determined in equilibrium) when used in
firms. The flow of profits generated by a project is then π(a, r, Y ) = maxk {F (k, a, Y )− rk}, and
the capital demanded by a project of productivity a if the return to capital is r is kd(a, r).
Furthermore, we will assume that F (k, a, Y ) is log linear in k, a, and Y . Thus, profits are a
log linear function of r, a, and Y , and the ratio of capital income to profits is a constant:










rkd(a, r, Y )





where ek, ea, and ey are the (constant) elasticities of F () with respect to k, a, and aggregate
demand, respectively, and ek ∈ [0, 1], ey ∈ [0, 1], and ea ∈ <+. The elasticity of profits to a is
an important parameter of our story. In section 5.2 we show that it is linked to efficiency in the





Examples of log-linear F (k; a, Y ) are as follows:






this case, ε would be the elasticity of substitution between any pair of horizontally differentiated
consumer varieties, s would be equal to (σ − 1)σ−1σ−σ, and a would be the productivity of the
individual firm).
(2) A competitive economy with decreasing returns, where F (k; a) = (ak)α (where a would
identify the firms’ productivity).
A project generates income while the entrepreneur is alive and disappears when she dies. The
capital does not disappear upon the death of the entrepreneur.
Let k̄ be the total amount of capital that is (inelastically) supplied by capital owners who, for
simplicity, are left out of the model.9
8It would be trivial to include labor as an additional input, but it would not add further insights.
9 As an extension, in appendix B we allow k to be accumulated.
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2.1 Deposit and Investment Markets
If capital markets were Walrasian, all firms would produce at the maximum possible productivity,
all individuals would be entrepreneurs, and the interest rate would be determined to equalize
aggregate capital demand to k̄. We depart from this paradigm by introducing search frictions in
the allocation of capital to projects. We do so by dividing the capital market into two separate
markets, interconnected by brokerage services.10
On the one hand, there is a Walrasian deposit market in which capital is offered by its owners in
exchange for a market return r. There is also a investment market in which entrepreneurs obtain
capital. These markets can be thought as two different rooms that differ along two dimensions.
(1) The rooms have different actors, since entrepreneurs are barred from entering the deposit
room, whereas capital owners are barred from the investment room. There is a third type of agents
(called brokers) that breach this gap between the markets. Being capable of acting in both rooms,
they demand capital in the deposit room and supply capital in the investment room.
(2) The deposit market is frictionless, whereas the investment market is characterized by search
frictions.
Thus, in the deposit room all agents have instantaneous access to all other participants. This
set up ensures that capital will be paid a Walrasian price r per unit of time. The investment room
is considerably more interesting. It has frictions and, consequently, finding a partner takes time.
Once agents meet each other, they need to bargain an allocation of the total surplus.
In this way, we try to capture the dual nature of capital markets. On the one hand, financial
capital is a rather homogeneous good from the owner’s point of view. Thus, the return of capital
cannot differ between them. On the other hand, however, the return of capital might vary in
different investment possibilities, and the owners of these investment possibilities do not have
immediate access to capital. All capital is used all of the time, but not all investment opportunities
are used at any given moment of time. Their owners invest time looking for capital, and a certain
number of individuals invest their time in connecting them with the capital left free by projects
that died away.
To assume that the investment market is subject to frictions is a metaphor of either the slow
search process for partners who are able to attest to the validity of the investment project or the
possibility of finding contractual solutions to informational asymmetries or moral hazard problems.
As a matter of fact, entrepreneurs spend time looking for finance, and there is a sector of the
economy whose task is to intermediate between owners and users of capital.
The extra income that capital generates in a high productivity project (versus a lower produc-
tivity one) should not be attributed to a capital rent. It should be attributed to (1) the talent for
generating the high productivity, (2) the talent for recognizing that its productivity is high, and
(3) the luck involved in being there and being the only one able to access the capital that the en-
10Another recent paper that divides the capital market between investment and deposit markets, but in a com-
pletely different context, is Monnet and Sanches (2015).
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trepreneur needs. In our case, brokers obtain rents for intermediating and allowing capital to flow
to its uses, and thereby find themselves in a bilateral monopoly position vis-à-vis the entrepreneur
in the match.
Thus, society determines the degree of frictions in the investment market by devoting more or
fewer resources to intermediation: the larger the number of individuals who opt to become brokers,
the faster the existing entrepreneurs will access capital. Our paper focuses on determining how
many resources are used in intermediation versus directly in production. We emphasize the human
resource constraint that society faces: more resources used for intermediation imply fewer resources
in production, but they facilitate production by bringing capital closer to its productive use.
2.2 Agents, Matching and Bargaining
Agents are exante identical but choose to be either entrepreneurs or brokers.
Entrepreneurs have investment projects that transform capital into output, but they have
neither capital nor access to the deposit room. They obtain capital from brokers in the investment
room.
Brokers have no direct role in production, but they have access to both the deposit room
(where capital lies) and the investment room (where entrepreneurs look for it).
Thus, the two roles are necessary and complementary in production: entrepreneurs for directly
producing, brokers for providing them with access to capital.
We assume that changing professions is costless (thus, imposing that the value must be equal
for both professions). Note that this does not mean that the agents can escape from the existence
of frictions. If an entrepreneur becomes a broker, she does it without a project. If a broker becomes
an entrepreneur, he does it without capital. Two individuals (one of each type) are needed in order
to start production. That is what our notion of financial frictions is all about.
The speed at which these agents meet is determined by a matching function with constant
returns to scale. The tightness of the capital market (θ) is defined as the ratio of the mass of
entrepreneurs who are searching for capital to the mass of brokers. As we will see below, brokers
always search, but entrepreneurs leave the investment room permanently once they find capital.
Thus, the numerator of θ is smaller than the mass of entrepreneurs, whereas the denominator
equals the mass of brokers.
Let p(θ, ν) denote the function determining the rate at which entrepreneurs meet brokers. The
function is decreasing in θ. The parameter ν is a shift parameter denoting the general efficiency of
the matching process, with ∂p(θ,ν)
∂ν
> 0 and limν→∞ p(θ, ν) = ∞. A Walrasian investment market




Entrepreneurs are in one of two states.
(1) They are looking for capital, that is, searching for a broker.
(2) They are producing in a firm created with the capital that they obtained from a broker.
While entrepreneurs are searching for a broker they have no income. While they are producing,
they have income equal to their share of π(a, r, Y ). This share is determined in a bargaining process
to be determined below.
Let a denote the productivity of the investment project, which is drawn from a distribution
G(a), common to all agents. We make two simplifying assumptions:
(1) Entrepreneurs do not need to look for projects; they find them instantaneously.
(2) Entrepreneurs are unaware of the value of a before they meet the broker, who informs them
of its value upon meeting.
Alternatively, we could have assumed that agents need to spend time looking for a project and
that when they find one, they receive a signal of its value. This assumption would substantially
increase the number of states without adding further insight. Here, we want to capture the idea
that bad projects in search of capital produce congestion that has a negative effect on good projects.
Having completely uninformed entrepreneurs is the simplest way of modeling this idea.
Once the entrepreneur and the broker meet, assuming they decide to go ahead with the project,
the entrepreneur will spend the rest of her life producing. She will get a constant flow of income
until the moment of her death, at which time the capital goes back to its owners.
We assume that if the entrepreneur and the broker do not agree on a certain division of the
output, both the project and the match get destroyed. That is, not to arrive to an agreement has
two consequences:
(1) The entrepreneur cannot draw another project instantaneously. He needs to search for
another partner (i.e., the match is destroyed)
(2) The entrepreneur cannot look for another broker with knowledge of the value of a (i.e., the
project is destroyed).
Match destruction is consubstantial to having a proper search environment, whereas project
destruction simplifies bargaining considerably.
Notice that an obvious consequence of the previous assumptions is that not all values of a are
acceptable for production. An entrepreneur that goes ahead with a project is investing the rest of
her life in it. Engaging in production means giving up the option value of finding a more productive
project. We will show that there exists an unique equilibrium threshold of productivities b such
that the project is financed if and only if a ≥ b.
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2.2.2 Brokers
Brokers can have relationships with multiple entrepreneurs without satiation. Their life is as
follow. They search in the investment room for investment projects, which they find at a rate
θp(θ, ν). Once they find a partner they bargain over the share of the lifetime output generated by
the project. We can think of this as a once-and-for-all payment. At this point, there is no further
involvement of the broker in the business of this particular entrepreneur. After the transaction is
over, the broker looks for another partner. The continuation value of the broker is no different
from what it was before the meeting; they always search. They do not care about how many
transactions they have completed because they are risk neutral and only look to the future.
2.2.3 Bellman Equations
We assign V0 and V1(a) to the values of an entrepreneur looking for capital and one that is producing
in a project with productivity a, respectively.
Entrepreneurs looking for a broker have no income, and do not know the value of a. They meet
brokers at a rate p(θ, ν), and the minimum productivity at which projects are viable is denoted
by b. Thus, their value function is simply
δV0 = p(θ, ν)
∫ ∞
b
[V1 (a)− V0] dG (a) . (3)
At the production stage, entrepreneurs produce, sell, and pay annuities to the broker. Thus,
their value is determined by
δV1(a, r, Y ) = π(a, r, Y )− ρ(a, r, Y ), (4)
where ρ(a, r) is the payment annuity made to the broker (to be determined in equilibrium).
Putting together equations (3) and (4), we have that
δV0 =
p(θ, ν) [1−G (b)]
δ + p(θ, ν) [1−G (b)]
∫ ∞
b
[π(a, r, Y )− ρ(a, r, Y )] dG (a)
1−G (b)
. (5)
The broker gets paid whenever she meets an entrepreneur with high enough productivity, and
he gets paid the PDV of the flow values discounted by the risk of death of the entrepreneur in a
perfectly working annuity market.
Thus, the continuation value of being a broker (B) solves δB = θp(θ, ν)
∫∞
b
Γ (a) dG (a) , with





Matched entrepreneurs and brokers are in a bilateral monopoly. We assume that they split the
income from the project according to Nash bargaining.11 Thus, agents agree on choosing
the amount of capital that maximizes the profits generated by the project. The entrepreneur’s
bargaining weight is β ∈ (0, 1).
The outside options of the broker and the entrepreneur are very different. For the broker the
outside option is zero, because she has no satiation with respect to the number of entrepreneurs she
can serve, and her continuation value is constant. The entrepreneur, on the other hand, commits
his life to their project. Thus, what the entrepreneur gives up by accepting a proposal is the
possibility of searching for another project, V0.
Denoting by S (a) the total surplus generated by the match, the payments ρ supported by Nash
bargaining are such that βS (a) = V1 (a)− V0 and (1− β)S (a) = Γ (a) , giving as payment
ρ(a, r, Y ) = (1− β) {π(a, r, Y )− δV0} , (6)
with the value of an entrepreneur without a match being
δV0 =
p(θ, ν) [1−G(b)]















Equation (7) can be interpreted as follows. The third expression is the average profit generated
by a project that gets financed. The second one is the share of the entrepreneur (which is increasing
with β and decreasing with the time she spends searching). Finally, the first component determines
the (actuarially fair) present discounted value of that income.
The value of a broker can be rewritten (with equivalent interpretation) as:
δB =
θp(θ, ν)[1−G(b)]














Finally, the value of an entrepreneur within a match can be re-writen as
δV1(a) = δV0 + β [π(a, r, Y )− δV0] . (9)
11In appendix A.2 we show that there exists an unique value of β that maximizes income. It is the bargaining
power that satisfies the Hosios condition in this context. Our aim in this paper is not to focus on contractual issues.
Thus, we can think of β as fixed at the level that satisfies the Hosios condition. Actually, assuming competitive
search instead of Nash bargaining yields identical quantitative results.
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3 Equilibrium Conditions
Define m as the number of entrepreneurs in the economy. Then, the set of endogenous variables
is {θ,m, r, b, Y }. Their value has to be such that the following conditions hold.
3.1 Human Resource Constraint: Size of Financial sector
All agents have to be employed, either as brokers (in the denominator of θ), as entrepreneurs
without a match (in the numerator of θ), or as entrepreneurs running their business. It is straight-
forward to prove that in steady state, the share of entrepreneurs who are not in a match (and are
thus searching) is δ
δ+p(θ,ν)[1−G(b)] .
Thus, tightness in the investment market (i.e., the ratio of searching entrepreneurs to brokers)
is determined both by the number of brokers (i.e., the amount of resources that society devotes
to financial activities) and by the threshold of productivity (which would result in more or less




1−m , which can be rewritten as
1−m = δ
θ [δ + p(θ, ν) (1−G(b))] + δ
(10)
Notice that for any fixed level of tightness, this establishes a positive relationship between
the productivity threshold and the size of the financial sector. This positive relationship is the
contribution of the financial sector to the workings of the economy. A larger financial sector allows
to have more efficient firms, given the degree of liquidity. The reason is as follows. An increase in b
implies that the number of rejections would also increase, which means that the share of searching
entrepreneurs would also increase, which in turn demands an increase in the size of the financial
sector in order to keep θ constant.
Thus, a larger financial sector (meaning more a financial sector with more human resources, not
necessarily with more capital) enables society to be more selective in the quality of the projects
it finances. Good projects are financed faster, and allows people with bad projects to look for
better ones. Although the human resources devoted to finance do not produce output directly,
they enhance the productivity of firms by reducing the opportunity cost of searching for a better
projects.
3.2 No Arbitrage between Professions
Agents, being exante homogeneous, need to be indifferent between professions. Otherwise, there
would be a possibility of arbitrage. Thus, in equilibrium
δV0 = δB. (11)
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This condition has two important consequences:
(1) First, from equations (7) and (8), it follows that the value of both entrepreneurs and brokers
is proportional to the expected profit of firms. Thus, profits disappear from equation (11). In order
to equalize the values, it does not matter how much is produced on average. What matters is the
PDV of the share of production that brokers and entrepreneurs obtain.
(2) Furthermore, θ depends only on the bargaining power of each side. It is immediate to show





The more bargaining power entrepreneurs have (β), the more attractive entrepreneurial activities
are, and therefore longer search periods without production (i.e., less liquidity) are necessary to
equalize value across activities. The decrease in liquidity comes about as a consequence of an
increase in the ratio of searching entrepreneurs to brokers.
This expression for the liquidity in investment markets is akin to the one encountered by
Wasmer and Weil (2004) in an environment with homogeneous projects. Notice that for bargaining
purposes our firms are also homogeneous. That is, we assume that if no agreement is reached, it is
as though they had never met. The value of the current a has no effect on the outside possibility
of any agent. Thus, only the expected future values matter, and they matter in the same manner
for both agents. The shares that they obtain from the surplus adjust to make both professions
equally attractive. As a consequence, θ does not depend on the degree of frictions in the credit
market nor on inefficiencies in the product market, which simplifies the analysis enormously.12
3.3 Individually Optimal Search Rule: Productivity Threshold
The productivity threshold b is such that the surplus of a match with this productivity equals zero:
S(b) = 0. Any match with productivity lower than b would not be worth it, and any match with
more than zero would generate a surplus.
Given that the continuation value of the broker is independent of events in this match, the sur-
plus is zero when the entrepreneur is indifferent between going ahead with production or returning
to the searching pool. That is,
δV1(b) = δV0. (13)
Using equation (9), it is clear that projects will be accepted if and only if the stream of profits
that they generate is larger than the value of going back into search. From there it follows that b
12 If agents were not homogeneous, the scenario would be slightly different. In general, θ can be a function of b,
but it is always independent of expected profit due to the reasons expressed above.
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is such that π(b, r, Y ) = δV0. Thus, we can rewrite 13 as
π(b, r, Y )∫∞
b













The right hand side of equation (14) lies in the interval [0, 1] and equals the present discounted
value of the share of income that goes to the entrepreneurs. It is increasing in the rate at which
they get finance for suitable projects because (i) this brings forward the rewards and (ii) it increases
their share by improving their outside option. Thus, it is decreasing in the value of the threshold
b and equals zero as it approaches its upper limit.
The left hand side of (14) is the ratio of marginal to average profits. This is a function of b,
which is independent of both r and Y . We will deem such a function as H(a, ε):
H(b, ε) ≡ π (b, r, Y )∫∞
b







∈ (0, 1), (15)
where ε is the elasticity of profits with respect to a: ε = ea
1−ek
.
It is intuitive to expect H(b, ε) to be a non-decreasing function of b. If a were bounded by
above at value ā, it is certain that the ratio would not be decreasing in the neighborhood of ā. Its
maximum value is 1, which is achieved as a approaches the limit. Thus, we make the following
assumption.
Assumption 1 The distribution of a is such that the ratio of marginal to average profit (H) is a
non-decreasing function of b: ∂H(b,ε)
∂b
≥ 0.
Notice that assumption 1 is a restriction on the distribution of productivities. It is by no means
a stringent assumption, it holds for many (if not all) of the commonly used distributions. It holds,
for instance, if a is bounded and uniformly distributed. More interestingly, if a is distributed via a
Pareto distribution, this takes the peculiar form of H(b, ε) being independent of b, which facilitates
algebra enormously. From now on, we will always assume that assumption 1 holds.
3.4 Capital Market Clearing and Determination of r
The Walrasian nature of the deposit market ensures that all capital is used and receives the same
remuneration r, which is fixed by the Walrasian auctioneer of the deposit room in order to equal
capital supply k̄ with capital demand. Demand comes from all active firms. Each of them demands
according to productivities kd(a, r). Thus,
p (θ) [1−G (b)]









where the left-hand side is capital demand: the sum of all capital demanded by projects that are
in production (m times the percentage of projects that find capital times their average capital
demand). Multiplying both sides by r , and using equation (2), we can rewrite this equation as
p (θ) [1−G (b)]











The determination of output (which, because k̄ is constant, equals aggregate consumption expen-
ditures) is as follows. First, output equals the summation of capital income (rk̄) and the income
generated by the agents. Second, agents discount the future at the death rate, and are equal
at birth. Thus, it follows that the average income across all agents needs to equal the expected
present discount lifetime income of any of them.
After some manipulation it is easy to see that the value at birth for any agent is
δV0 =
βp(θ, ν)[1−G(b)]







Notice that this can be simplified, because b is determined so that average lifetime income
equals the profit annuity of the marginal firm: δV0 = π(b, r, Y ) (see equation (13)).
It follows that GDP equals capital income plus the flow of profits:
Y = rk̄ +
1
δ
π(b, r, Y ) = rk̄ + V0. (18)
4 Equilibrium Characterization and Solution
An equilibrium is a vector {θ,m, r, b, Y } such that (1) all labor is used (equation (10)), (2) there is
no arbitrage possibility between professions (V0 = B), (3) the threshold of productivity is chosen
to be constrained efficient (V (b) = V0), (4) all capital is used, and (5) income equals output.
The solution algorithm is extremely simple. As we have seen, arbitrage between professions
pins down θ. Given θ, b is determined via equation (14). The size of the financial sector (1−m)
is then obtained from the human resource constraint. Finally, r and Y are obtained as residuals
equations (16) and (18). These steps yield the following result:13
13 The only point at which the proof might not be obvious is the solution of (19). As a function of b, the RHS is
monotonously decreasing, valued in (0, 1), and it approaches 0 as b approaches its upper limit (or infinity). H(b, ε)
approaches 1 as b approaches its upper limit (or infinity). So, there must be at least one solution. If H(b, ε) is
monotonously non–decreasing, the solution is obviously unique.
Actually, in order to ensure that the two lines cross, we need to assume that when a is valued at its lowest possible




< βp(θ,ν)δ+βp(θ,ν) , wich is obviously the case if, for instance, a = 0 .
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Result 1 A unique solution always exists, and is such that tightness in the credit market is θ =
β
1−β . The threshold of productivity b is the unique solution to
(1−H(b, ε)) = p(θ, ν) [1−G(b)]









Given the values of b and θ from above, the number of brokers in the economy is
1−m = (1− β) (1−H(b, ε)) . (20)












π(b, r, Y ). (21)
4.1 Irrelevance of Capital Abundance
Result 1 yields the following corollary.
Result 2 The allocative decisions of the economy θ, m, and b are independent of k̄.
Capital abundance does not affect how many resources the society devotes to brokerage activ-
ities, nor does it affect how selective the society is at evaluating projects. Capital abundance does
not affect the activities of the agents; it only determines how much capital each of them uses, and
the rewards of capital owners. It does not have redistributive effects with regard to who gets to
produce or how fast agents find finance.
One way of understanding this result is as follows. Two variables determine the allocation of
human resources: the tightness in the labor market and the productivity of the marginal project.
The size of the financial sector can be thought as a residual once these variables are determined.
Notice that these two variables are perfectly determined by the arbitrage equation (V0 = B) and
the definition of b (V (b) = V0), since none of them depends on the interest rate.
Arbitrage establishes a relationship between θ and b that is independent of the interest rate
because albeit the value of each profession depends on the interest rate (and thus, capital abun-
dance), the ratio between them is independent of r. The value of θ depends on the share of the
deal for each of the parts, but not on how happy (in absolute terms) they are.
The determination of b establishes that the profit generated by the marginal project is propor-
tional to the average profit. Consequently, having more or less capital (and thus the interest rate)
does not affect the marginal to average profit ratio (H(b, ε)), which makes the allocative decisions
independent of r and capital abundance. Any change in r affects in the same manner the average
and the marginal entrepreneur, and thus it has no incidence in the productivity that equals them,
b. The ratio of marginal to average profit depends only on how fast entrepreneurs find finance
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and the share of the deal that they receive in such a case. More abundant capital will make both
the average and the marginal firm more profitable (by decreasing the interest rate), but it will not
change their relative stand.
We find this result both surprising and useful. It is surprising because it suggests that the
positive correlation between financial sectors and income across countries does not flow from the
fact that richer countries are wealthier. It is useful because it clarifies the causes of that relationship
and the determinants of the degree of capital market imperfections. It states that imperfections
in capital markets do not arise from the scarcity of capital, as might be thought, but from deeper,
underlying causes that we will explore later. Moreover, the result simplifies the analysis enormously
and makes the rest of the results much easier to understand.
This result is also very robust. It is independent of the pricing mechanism, of the degree of risk
aversion of the agents, and of the possibility of self financing. The result comes about whenever
there is arbitrage between activities and the interest rate affects proportionally both the marginal
and the average firms. Both assumptions seem to us very reasonable.
Finally, independent evidence points in the direction that capital abundance does not determine
financial sector size. For instance, Levine and Zervos (1998) show that financial indicators are not
associated with private saving rates.
5 The Determination of TFP and Financial Sector Size
GDP and the size of the financial sector are very positively correlated. In figure 1 we plot different
measures of the size of the financial sector against GDP per capita for as many economies as we find
in the data. Figure 1(a) plots the size of financial and business services for a sample of European
and CIS countries. The rest of the graphs plot variables that the literature has usually associated
with financial sector breadth and size, following Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, and Levine (2009). Clearly,
richer countries have larger financial sectors.
Modern literature tends to explain this correlation via Schumpeterian arguments of economic
growth: with more frictions in the capital markets innovative projects do not get financed. Thus,
countries with a more efficient financial market become richer. In their seminal work, King and
Levine (1993a) and King and Levine (1993b) construct an endogenous growth model where financial
sector distortions reduce the rate of economic growth by reducing the rate of innovation. They also
provide a wide range of evidence that correlates growth with financial development. Other papers
providing theoretical and empirical support for this view are: Levine and Zervos (1998), Levine,
Loayza, and Beck (2000), Rousseau and Wachtel (1998), Rousseau and Wachtel (2000), Comin and
Nanda (2011) and De Gregorio and Guidotti (1995). Moreover, Neusser and Kugler (1998) find that
financial sector GDP is co-integrated for many OECD countries, not so much with manufacturing
GDP but mostly with manufacturing total factor productivity. Most of the aforementioned papers
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(e) Outstanding domestic debt securities issued by private
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(f) Total private long-term debt issues as % of GDP
Figure 1: Different measures of financial sector size plotted against GDP per capita across
countries. Sources: For 1(a), UNECE Statistical Division Database (only European and CIS
countries); plotted data from 2010. For the rest, Financial Development and Structure Database
(World Bank Development Research Group).
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of causality that is presumed in the literature goes from financial market efficiency to product
market efficiency.
In this section, we show that interpreting the evidence in light of our model suggests that the
opposite direction of causality seems qualitatively important in explaining the data: that is, better
product markets produce larger financial sectors and more growth.14
5.1 Effects of Intrinsic Efficiency of the Financial Sector.
An investment sector that is intrinsically more efficient is one where matches are done faster with
the same human resource allocation. In our model, this is captured by ν, our characterization of
the intrinsic efficiency of the financial sector. Focusing on the steady states, doing comparative
statics of this variable is straightforward.
Result 3
(1) The steady–state values of b and output increase with ν. Furthermore, as ν approaches
infinity, the limit of b is its maximum possible value (or infinity if it is unbounded).
(2) The steady–state number of brokers, (1−m), is decreasing with ν.
Proof: The RHS of 19 increases with p, and approaches 1 as p approaches infinity. Notice that





, and ν does not appear anywhere else. Thus, we can think of the effects
of ν as a monotonous transformation of the effects of p. From which the result follows.
The first part of the result is very intuitive: the more efficient the matching process is, the
better the outcomes that get generated. The reason is that the opportunity cost of going back
to search is smaller. It is cheaper to be picky on which projects get financed and thus, both the
threshold of quality and output increase. If the market were Walrasian (ν approaching infinity),
only the best conceivable projects would get financed.
Likewise, and perhaps more surprisingly, larger values of ν produce a smaller share of GDP
devoted to the financial sector. The reason is also straightforward: there are few brokers because
they are not needed. Few of them are able to produce fast matches between entrepreneurs and
capital, so placing them into productive activities is more efficient. It does not mean that the
total GDP generated by the financial sector is smaller, since this increases with ν, only that fewer
resources are devoted to intermediation and its share of GDP decreases.15
14In this section, we do comparative statics on what we think are the more interesting parameters of the model.
For the sake of completion, in appendix A we do comparative statics on the remaining parameters.
15 This result is facilitated by the fact that in our model the match broker-entrepreneur is necessary for production.
If entrepreneurs could self-finance via savings the problem would be much more complex, and it would appear a
force in the opposite direction, as the “market share” of the financial intermediation sector on total investment
would increase with its efficiency (as it would increase the share of intermediation at the expense of the alternative
forms of financing). Nevertheless the force stressed in our model would still be there: given a certain share of the
sector of financial intermediation, an increase in its productivity should result in a decrease in the amount of human
resources devoted to intermediation. In models with different sources of financing, the final effect would result from
the convolution of both mechanisms, and a full fledge model would need to be calibrated.
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5.2 Effects of the Intrinsic Efficiency of the Productive Sector
One of the main points of our paper is to stress the effects that having a more efficient product
market would have on the size of the financial sector. In order to study this direction of causality,
in this section we will extend the model. Nevertheless it is worthwhile to notice the following result
before we deal with the extension of the model.
Result 4
(1) In steady state, the minimum productivity threshold b (and consequently Y ) are increasing
in the elasticity of profits to talent (ε), irrespective of the shape of H(b, ε).
(2) In steady state, the number of brokers increases with ε.
Proof: The LHS of (19) decreases with ε, whereas the RHS is independent of it and is decreasing
in b. Notice that this holds true even if it were the case that H(b, ε) were decreasing in b for some
range.
The more important talent is, the more that the society is going to be selective in the projects it
chooses to finance. To do so, it is necessary to channel more resources into financial intermediation.
The immediate reason is that in order to keep constant the speed at which agents meet, while being
more picky on which projects to accept, employing more agents in brokerage is necessary.
While we have not given any interpretation to ε yet, there is an intuitive sense in which it is
associated to the efficiency and degree of competition in the final good sector.
Intrinsic Efficiency of the Productive Sector
Consider the following tax and transfer scheme. The net profits of a firm are
π̂ (a, r) = π (a, r)1−τ π̃τ . (22)
where τ ∈ [0, 1) measures the degree of progressive redistribution between firms, and π̃ is perceived
by the agents as lump sum. The tax system does not change the demand of capital of any given
firm but, as we will see below, it affects the threshold of quality and, thus, total capital demand.











This follows Benabou (2002). Notice that τ is not the tax rate, but a measure of the progres-
sivity of the tax system. Given any value of τ the effective tax rate is larger the more efficient a
firm is, as the tax system is progressive, creating a wedge that potentially distorts activity. Thus,
a higher τ implies bigger allocative inefficiencies in the economy. Higher τ transfers more prof-
itability from efficient to inefficient firms, and thus the usage of resources is less efficient. It reflects
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a larger degree of inefficiency in the product market. It is not very different from other measures
of allocative inefficiency that have been proposed in the literature. Thus, we think of 1 − τ as a
measure of the degree of competition in the economy.16 In the context of our model, it has the
added advantage of producing simple analytical solutions. Notice that in our context τ simply
decreases the elasticity of profits to productivity. Thus, proving the following result is very easy.
Result 5 A decrease in the allocative inefficiencies of the product sector (i.e., a decrease of τ)
produces larger steady-state values of b and Y and a decrease in m.
In other words, a more efficient product market does a better job at discriminating between bad
and good firms. There exists a private interest in investing more in differentiating the treatment
of good and bad firms, and the economy does this by generating a larger financial sector: more
brokers allow many rejections to take place without decreasing the speed at which entrepreneurs
meet brokers.
Notice that causality is the opposite of the one that is usually assumed. It is not that a larger
financial sector generates an efficient product sector, but rather the reverse. The large financial
sector is large precisely because the productive sector is efficient. If it were inefficient, it would not
be very important where capital is placed, since inefficient firms would do relatively well. There
would be neither the need nor the demand to devote resources to place capital in a better firm.
Human resources would be devoted to production, not to move capital toward more efficient firms.
The fact that the product sector is discriminating and competitive (efficient) is precisely what
generates a large financial sector, because it is more important to use capital well. It generates
the need and the demand for devoting human resources toward determining the use of capital.
5.3 Discussion
In the model, income, total factor productivity, and the size (and efficiency) of the financial sector
are all endogenous objects. They are affected by underlying efficiency considerations in both the
financial and productive sectors of the economy. A more efficient economy (larger TFP and larger
income) can arise as a consequence of either a larger underlying efficiency in the financial sector or
a more competitive product market environment; but these two possible causes of a more efficient
economy have very different implications for the size of the financial sector and the average firm.
From result 3 it follows that if differences in TFP were exclusively a consequence of underlying
differences in financial sector efficiency, we should observe a negative correlation between financial
sector and TFP (or income). Moreover, rich countries would have more firms, and these firms
would be smaller. Repeating the reason is worthwhile: if the financial sector were intrinsically
very efficient, it would be small because very few people would be sufficient to run it. It would
16Subsidizing the more productive firms would also generate inefficiencies, and a bigger financial sector, but this
is not captured in our formulation. For this reason our favoured interpretation of τ is as a measure of the degree of
competition in the economy.
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not demand large resources; in the limit, if the financial sector were Walrasian, the relative size of
the financial sector would approach zero. And because a smaller financial sector implies a larger
productive sector, more firms would use the available capital. Thus, firms would be smaller.
On the other hand, from result 5 it follows that if the cause of cross-country differences in TFP
were exclusively a consequence of underlying differences in product market allocative efficiency,
we should instead observe a positive correlation between the financial sector and TFP. More com-
petitive product markets make it more important to allocate capital to better firms. Competition
increases the value of spending resources to ensure that capital flows to the right firms. In response
to this demand, a larger fraction of the population opts for brokerage activities, improving the size
(and efficiency) of the financial sector. More brokers imply fewer entrepreneurs, each of whom
employs a larger share of the capital. The economy ends up with fewer, albeit larger, firms.17
It follows that if we were to calibrate our model to the correlation income/financial sector size,
the bulk of the difference between the fundamentals of rich and poor countries should be in the
degree of competition (and allocative efficiency) in product markets, not in the efficiency of the
financial sector. This is not to suggest that financial sectors of rich countries are intrinsically less
efficient, but that the differences in intrinsic efficiency of the financial sector seem to be smaller
than the differences in efficiency in the product market. The model interprets the data suggesting
that rich countries are richer mainly because they have a more efficient final goods sector, which
generates demand for a large financial sector, not because their financial sectors are intrinsically
more efficient.
Little direct evidence supports proving or disproving this point, since this direction of causality
has been mainly unexplored,18 but it is remarkable that Neusser and Kugler (1998) do find evidence
of this direction of causality using the Granger-Lin measure of long-run causality.
Putting everything together, this seems suggestive that the direction of causality going from
product market efficiency to financial sector efficiency (and size) has an important role in causing
the observed correlations.
6 Conclusions
Our contribution is to present a model of misallocation with endogenous financial frictions. We
allow for two resource constraints: one on capital that can be used and one on the number of
individuals who can devote their time either to brokerage or to directly productive activities. The
more brokers there are, the faster that entrepreneurs will find capital. Our model has three results
17 It is not only the size of the financial sector. Poschke (2011) shows that average firm size is larger in richer
economies. This is something that our model would generate only if the bulk of the difference between the rich and
the poor countries lies in the intrinsic efficiency of their final good sectors, and not in the intrinsic efficiency of their
financial sector.
18An exception is Rajan and Zingales (1998) which shows that better financial sector produces growth even in




(i) The way that society uses its human resources is independent of the abundance of capital.
Richer economies do not have a larger financial sector because they are richer.
(ii) The more efficient the financial sector is, the fewer resources are devoted to it. Interme-
diation is complementary to entrepreneurial activities in production. Thus, an inefficient financial
sector would absorb large amounts of resources relative to what a more efficient capital market
would absorb.
(iii) The degree of allocative efficiency of the productive sector has exactly the opposite impli-
cation: it generates a larger financial sector. The reason is that there are more incentives to allocate
capital in the right projects in a competitive environment. Thus, more resources are devoted in
equilibrium to doing so. Moreover, resulting firms would be larger and more homogeneous.
Looking at the data in light of these results suggests that the bulk of the difference between
rich and poor countries lies not in how much more efficient the financial sector is in rich countries,
but on how much more efficient their final good sector is.
Our implication is not that in rich countries financial sectors are not better than those in poor
countries. Of course they are better.19 What we want to stress is that productive sectors are
also much more efficient in rich countries. In light of the model, this second source of difference
between rich and poor countries seems to account for the bulk of the differences in performance
across countries.
Of course, many caveats should be kept in mind. We believe that the main one is that by not
allowing self-financing we make intermediation a necessity for production. This facilitates result 3,
but by no means it imposes it. The mechanism that produces this result (i.e., the economy would
not need to use many people in finance if they are highly productive) would always be there,
although it is conceivable that in a more general model, the relationship between the underlying
efficiency of capital markets and the share of intermediation on GDP might not be monotonous.
Moreover, we can see no reasons why allowing for self financing would change our main result.
Product market competition will always increase the value of putting inputs into the right firm and
diverting input away from the bad one. Such competition will increase the demand for financial
services and will tend to increase the size of the financial sector.
In any case, we do not mean to underscore the value of extending the model to allow for self-
financing. Actually, we believe that it would open the door to explore fascinating issues, such
as the relationship between inequality and financial sector size and efficiency. The project would
nevertheless be substantially more involved, since it would need to model the process of capital
accumulation and heterogeneity of both capital holdings and investment opportunities. We intend
to extend our model in this direction in further research.
19Indeed a simple extension allowing for endogenous growth (see appendix B.1) captures that better financial
markets generate more growth.
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A Appendix
A.1 Effects of the Destruction Rate
A faster death rate δ shortens the horizon of agents and makes them less picky.
Result 6 .
b is not increasing in δ and is strictly decreasing in δ if H(b, ε) is strictly increasing in b. The
number of entrepreneurs does not decrease with δ and strictly increases in δ if H(b, ε) is strictly
increasing in b.
Proof: The RHS of (19) decreases with δ, whereas the LHS is independent of it and increasing if
H(b, ε) is increasing in b. The movement of 1−m is implied by (20).
The shorter the time that the entrepreneur has left before dying, the less important quality
is, and the more important that starting work soon becomes. Consequently, if agents have short
lives, they are less picky and finance projects of lesser quality: they should not spend their lives
looking for projects.
Notice that the number of brokers would increase, in spite of the fall in the productivity
threshold. The reason is that although it is easier to get your project financed (thus needing fewer
brokers per entrepreneur), you are also replaced faster by somebody who is unmatched. Thus, a
larger destruction rate demands a larger financial sector, because by definition many entrepreneurs
(the newborns) are in need of capital. As δ → ∞, the number of brokers approaches (1 − β) in
order to keep constant the tightness of the market.
A.2 Effects of the Bargaining Power of Entrepreneurs




such that β̂ maximizes b (and
thus, Y ). If β < β̂ → db
dβ
> 0, and if β > β̂ → db
dβ
< 0.
In the vicinity of β̂, any marginal increase of β decreases 1−m.
Proof: The proof is straightforward once we realize that the derivative of the RHS of (19) with
respect to θ (which is just a monotonous transformation of β) is (23), and that then from (20) it
follows (24)
δ[1−G(b)]

















Given that at β = β̂, db
dβ
= 0, it is clear that in its vicinity d(1−m)
dβ
< 0
Increasing β has two opposite effects on the present discounted value of the entrepreneur: it
increases the share of profits that she appropriates, but it also increases tightness (θ), reducing the
speed at which the entrepreneur finds brokers.
Notice from equation (19) that b is maximized when β is such that it maximizes the value of
being an entrepreneur (V0) for any given b. This is simply the Hosios condition. More power to
entrepreneurs produces a search externality, as there will be more of them, which will decrease
their speed of finding capital. Their value (and the marginal productivity) is maximized when the
elasticity of the matching function equals their bargaining share.
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Notice that a larger β increases the value of being an entrepreneur. Arbitrage demands that this
is compensated by increasing tightness (equation (12)), reducing the size of the financial sector.20
B Examples and Growth
In this section, we explicitly solve the model for several functional form assumptions. This exercise
is instructive of the points raised above and allows us to place our model in the context of growth.
We first solve explicitly for a model with the following functional assumptions:
(1) The production function is Cobb-Douglas: F (a,K, Y ) = 2
√
aK.
(2) τ characterizes a progressive redistributive scheme as in section 5.2.
(3) a follows a Pareto distribution with minimum value a and parameter γ.
Then, gross profit function, capital demand, net profit, and π̃ are, respectively,
π(a, r) = a
r
















Given that b is bounded from below by a, it is straightforward to check that result 1 implies
the following result.21
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if τ̃ ≤ τ
The threshold of quality is increasing in ν and decreasing in τ , but it can not be smaller than a.
Thus, there is a degree of inefficiency in the product sector beyond which all projects are accepted.
The Pareto distribution assumption illustrates very clearly the roles of both ν and τ , since they
appear in two different equations. This is because it ensures that the marginal to average profit
ratio is a constant that does not depend on b and thus indirectly on ν:
H(b, 1− τ) = γ − (1− τ)
γ
20Another effect complicating matters is that b changes when β does. Nevertheless, this effect is nil when the
Hosios condition holds, since there the marginal effect of β on b is negligible






) ≤ 1. Otherwise, the solution is just too obvious.
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Consequently, whenever we are in an interior solution (τ < τ̃ , and not all projects are financed),
the size of the financial sector is strictly decreasing in τ (equation 20).
The effects of ν are apparent when all projects are financed (τ ≥ τ̃). In such a case the more
efficient capital markets are, the fewer brokers are needed.









































if τ̃ ≤ τ.
(27)










The comparative static exercises in this example are illustrative of some of our main points.
They clearly show how each exogenous variable affects total factor productivity, interest rates and
output.
A decrease in the amount of frictions in the capital markets (increase of ν) increases TFP, but
via two different mechanisms. It generates more efficient firms (via raising b), but also makes them
smaller, thus increasing capital productivity. In the specific case of the Pareto distribution, while
we are in an interior solution (τ < τ̃), only the first of these mechanisms is active (because m is
fixed). Nevertheless, when τ̃ < τ , it is possible to notice the second mechanism: the size of the
brokerage sector decreases, which results in more firms being created and thus smaller firm size and
larger productivity. There is no increase in the quality of projects (since in this case, all projects
are being financed), but there is a decrease in average size, and this increases productivity. In the
general case (not assuming a Pareto distribution), both effects would be present: an increase in
the quality of firms and an increase in the size of human resources devoted to productive activities,
which results in smaller (more productive) firms.
A decrease of the efficiency of the final goods market (i.e., a higher τ) has two effects that
go in opposite directions. On one hand, it decreases the quality of firms (i.e., a lower b), thus
decreasing TFP. On the other hand, more human resources are devoted to productive activities
(i.e., m increases). Thus, firms are smaller and each of them uses less capital, thereby increasing
TFP (this is the effect of τ
γ−1). It is easy to check that in this example, the first effect dominates,
but we know from result 5 that it does so for any other distribution of qualities and any profit
function. Notice the two forces at work here: (i) A more efficient final goods market generates the
demand for brokerage services, which in turn generates an improvement in the allocation of talent.
(ii) This gain is partially offset; by putting fewer human resources into productive activities, the
number of firms is necessarily smaller, and albeit they are more efficient, they are also larger and
each has lower marginal capital productivity.
B.1 Growth
The irrelevance of capital abundance for the allocation of human resources makes it very easy to
solve a dynamic version of the model. Assume that agents save (and invest) at an exogenous rate
s and that capital depreciates at a rate d (also exogenous). Assume further that once a match has
been made, firms can reevaluate their capital needs as they see it fit, given the prevailing interest
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rate. Let kt denote capital at time t:
k̇t = sYt − dkt. (29)
























if τ̃ ≤ τ. (30)
The equilibrium size of the financial sector would still be determined by (26). Thus, clearly if
rich and poor countries were to differ by how efficient their financial sector is, there would be no
correlation between financial sector size and income. If, on the other hand, they were to differ in
the efficiency of the final goods sector, then the correlation would be positive.
AK endogenous growth model
Solving a model of endogenous growth with credit search fictions is almost straight-forward.
We maintain the assumptions of the Pareto distribution of a and the existence of an inefficiency
in the goods market labeled by τ , but we change the utility and production functions.
We assume utility to be given by the standard Dixit–Stiglitz aggregator. For simplicity, the











. Normalizing the aggregate price to
one, the implied demand for firm i is xi = Y p
−2
i .
Finally, we assume that production is done with constant returns to scale and we use only
capital as input. A firm with a productivity quality a produces xi = 4aki units of output if it uses
ki units of capital.
It follows that profits and capital demand are the same as in the previous sections and char-
acterized in equation (25). Thus, the equilibrium productivity threshold and size of the financial
sector are the same than as the previous model and determined by (26). Furthermore, again as
before, they are independent of capital supply.
Under the maintained assumption that capital accumulates according to (29), total factor
productivity is still determined by (27), and interest rate and output are, respectively, r = A and




In this context, more efficient financial and final good markets bring more growth (via higher
total factor productivity), but as before, the first one with a smaller financial sector and the second
one with a larger one.
Notice that our results are compatible with the strong evidence suggesting that better financial
sectors create long run growth. For instance, Levine, Loayza, and Beck (2000) show that the
exogenous components of financial development and cross-country variation in legal origin (taken
as an IV of development) explain growth. In our model, these variables would affect ν, improving
the efficiency of matching in the investment room, and thereby increasing TFP and growth.
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